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About This Content

The Chickenator - part dead policeman, part robot and all foul. This one is special, in so many ways. Not the
least of those is the fact that his robot eye glows in the dark and his chicken suit tends to leave a trail of feathers behind it, just

so you know where he's been!

Key features:

Special Inspector Edmund Cook made quite a name for himself carving a chunk out of the Horzine creatures spat forth during
the outbreak. But every warrior, even one dressed as farm poultry, must eventually taste the harsh sting of ultimate defeat.
Happily, a mysterious benefactor possessed the means to resurrect our deranged copper and return him (and his infamous
costume) to the fray. Enhanced with combat biotech designed to dish out some serious assault and battery to Horzine's minions,
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despite technically being dead, Cook's legend continues to grow. He is out there. He can't be bargained with. He can't be
reasoned with. He doesn't feel pity, or remorse, or fear. And he absolutely will not stop, ever.
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Title: Killing Floor - The Chickenator Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tripwire Interactive
Publisher:
Tripwire Interactive
Franchise:
Tripwire Interactive
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista
Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: 64 MB DX9 Compliant
Hard Drive: 2 GB free hard drive space
Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio

English
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bawk bawk boom
like all othat KF DLCs, get it on sale. I got this DLC in the complete pack. All off them suffer from the same flaws so this
review is copied to all of them.

Now. The skins and weapons are totally fine. The problem here is the extreme pricing and the fact that this game has a modding
community with better, free, stuff. They even admit that a lot of this is made by said community. I as a console peasant and a
sucker did not get this simple fact and pronounced \u201cYes! I do want to pay more!\u201d.

Don\u2019t be like me. Don\u2019t suck, blow\u2026 wait, what?. Buck Buck Buck Buck!
(I'll be back!). you sh*t out golden feathers. IGN 11\/10. 10\/10 - KFC.. THIS IS BOSS DLC ITS AWESOME AND REALLY
COOL IT MY FAV KF OF THEM ALL. This is a badace chicken with a hardcore attitude. If you want to look different and
stand out from all the rest then this extra content with be what you are looking for. It doesn't give you an advantage in the game
it is just for aesthetics with in the game. It doesn't have a special voice or really anything different from all the other skins you
can choose from. You just get it to look different and fun to all the other people you are playing with. I have got some fun
reactions when playing with this skin. I recommend it to any player wanting a different look.
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665a-doodle kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. chickadoodle. Commando Chicken is a
difficult character to get in Killing Floor, this is great alternative and is a lot of fun to play as.

Not as good as Commando Chicken in my opinon, but still a fantastic character.. Robot Chicken is gonna bust a cap in
yo\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Bak bak bak. Cluk Cluk Cluk. Bak Bak Cluk Bak Cluk Cluk Cluk Bak Cluk. Cluk Cluk.
Bak Bak.. The Chickenator is a cyborg in a chicken suit, and it's really dumb even for Killing Floor.

It's a DLC that costs 5 bucks full price - for one skin that's literally a Terminator version of a preexisting unlockable one - and
Killing Floor 2 is now out, which makes it kind of redundant.

But hey, it's a cyborg in a chicken suit.. The DLC is a little spendy but I love this DLC. I always choose the giant chicken. Make sure
to but the killing floor bundle instead of everything seperately!. Now, I can feel like the Terminator...
...while being Jacket...
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